THE TORIES ARE THE CRISIS
For years the Tories have ruled on the promise that they will “solve” the
endless Brexit crisis. Now it’s clear that their rule is the crisis – we stop
them now, or suffer the consequences.
NO. TORY. BREXIT.

HOW TO TAKE THEM DOWN

The vote to leave the EU does not give a
mandate for the disaster capitalism Boris
Johnson plans: massive privatisations, attacks
on education, pushing yet more racism and
bigotry, slashing workers’ rights, slashing safety
and environmental standards, letting Trump
savage the NHS – the list goes on.

Johnson’s power-grab can only be stopped by
mass resistance, not legal challenges. Puerto
Rico, Sudan and Hong Kong have shown the
way. Parliament must be reopened, not because
the Tories respect the courts or the broadsheet
media, but because they fear the mass
movement growing against them.

There is no limit to the Tories’ ruthlessness, and
no moral principle or democratic safeguard can
stop them – our joint power and initiative is
the only thing that can shut them down.

Here’s what we need to do:

While trying to show strength, Johnson is also
showing his own side’s weakness and division.
With the Scottish Tory leader resigning and even
the Financial Times now preferring a Corbyn
government, the Tories are teetering on the
brink – but they won’t fall without our help.

WHAT WE NEED TO DO
Johnson’s plan would bring misery to the vast
majority of people, however they voted in June
2016. A big majority oppose his onslaught on
democracy. Together, a mass campaign on the
streets and in workplaces can win. But blocking
“No Deal” isn’t enough – any “deal” cut by
Johnson will be almost as bad. We need to:
•
•
•

Block any Brexit run by the Tories
Bring down their government
Force a General Election

•

Join the demonstrations.

•

Occupy: public places, schools and
universities, Tory Party buildings and
constituency offices – all these can stay shut
as long as Parliament does.

•

Make our solidarity with migrants clear –
show the government that we will stand by
our friends, colleagues and neighbours.

•

Demand our trade unions mobilise their
members to oppose the coup (those who
aren’t in a union can join online – those not in
work can join Unite Community).

•

Raise the urgency of stopping the coup in all
campaigns and activist groups – there will be
no progress on any front until Johnson goes.

•

Build the demo to shut down Tory conference
in Manchester on Sunday 29 September.
Unions must support it and provide transport.

